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What are we up to?
Stencil Code Engineering?
one step of the designing efficient parallel algorithms:
application➞model➞discretization➞solver➞simulation➞validation

this week at Dagstuhl:
opportunity to build a bridge between CS and Math
but danger to babylonize the theme
In my talk I will briefly touch 3 topics
how can we optimize stencil codes?
architecture awareness can bring large speedups
what algorithms should be considered?
Jacobi iteration is not enough
where do we stand?
HHG: stencil-based FE solver as an example
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Stencils
a geometric pattern of weights applied to a grid function at each location
in a structured grid
Example: the mother of all PDEs (Laplace equation in 2D)
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Gh ⇢ hZ
structured grid in d dimensions:
(scalar, real valued) grid function: an element of a vector space, i.e. on a
structured grid
uh 2 Gh ! R

constant stencils for a rectangular (cuboid) grid are related to sparse
Toeplitz matrices
lexicographic linearization of the grid function
Toeplitz matrix: a banded matrix with constant entries along the diagonals
In a finite grid: boundaries?
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Applying a stencil
A stencil can be applied to a grid function: „sweep“
results in a new grid function
occurs in:
filters (signal processing)
linear iterative schemes
simultaneous (Jacobi) versus successive (GaussSeidel) update
When the stenicil has s enties and the grid has N points,
then the computational cost is 2sN Flops
The stencil application (sweep) is often memory bound
To climb the memory wall one may use
spatial and
temporal blocking (when stencils are applied
repeatedly)
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Stencil optimizations
https://www10.informatik.uni-‐erlangen.de/Research/Projects/DiME/index.html

DFG Project (1996-2008)
Data Local Iterative Methods For
The Efficient Solution of Partial
Differential Equations
DiME Pack software
Focus on cache blocking
techniques and interplay with CPU
micro architecture (pipelining,
superscalarity, in-order/out-of-order,
etc.)
systematic performance analysis,
monitoring tools, perf counters, ...
2D and 3D grids, mostly structured
tiling, blocking, fusing, ...
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but also mem layout
transformations: red-black/
padding ...
Example: temporal skewed 2D
blocking - especially beneficial for
in-order architecture with small&fast
L1 cache.
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ExaStencils
DFG SPPExa 2013 - 15
Domain Specific Language
(DSL) approach
http://www.exastencils.org
optimizing stencil codes by
transformations
in the context of multigrid
algorithms
several talks upcoming
here at Dagstuhl
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Solving systems described by stencils
The system matrix described by
a stencil is sparse by
construction
However its inverse is often
dense
Application background:
A geometrically local relation
is described by the stencil
(where points only depend on
neighbors)
The goal is to compute the
global solution (where every
point takes influence on any
other one)
Stencils and Elliptic Solvers
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Laplace stencil
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Exact solution

uh = Ah 1 fh

Jacobi iteration:
One sweep of stencil
application corresponds
to a spMxV operation
new
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Global data exchange is essential
Example: Hydraulic system
incompressible fluid
discretized by grid functions
Stencils describe flow of brake
liquid between neighboring
cells:
local conservation of
momentum
local conservation of mass
But: system is globally
incompressible:
change at inflow (brake
pedal) has immediate effect
at outflow (brake pistons)
How many stencil sweeps are
necessary?
Stencils and Elliptic Solvers
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Stokes System
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Solving systems described by stencils
Stencil application propagates
information just by one grid cell
in each sweep

this complexity for a one-grid
solver is achieved by e.g.
Krylov-space methods or
successive over relaxation
(SOR)
better complexity (getting rid
of the factor M) can be
achieved only by hierarchical
techniques
FFT
multigrid
fast multipole
... others?

if the diameter of the grid is M
cells, then at least M sweeps
are required to propagate
information across the system
Complexity for any one-grid
solver is worse than (lower
bound): Cost = 2sN ⇥ M
often: M = O(N 1/d )
but e.g. worse for pipe
system, when the diameter
of the mesh is

M = O(N )
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The efficient solution of
many stencil based systems requires
hierarchical structures!
Just optimizing stencil sweeps will not do!
The core principle
Divide et Impera!
Hierarchy
Recursion
Tree-structures

Stencils and Elliptic Solvers
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Hierarchical Algorithms: Sort
Unsorted
Sequence

Sorted
Sequence

Recurse

Sort!

Fuse

Split

Sort!
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Two different archetypes
of recursive sorting algorithms
Merge sort:
Split arbitrary (trivial)
Fuse by „merging“ (dominating cost)

Quicksort
Split at separator (dominating cost)
Fuse by (trivial) concatenation

the same algorithmic principles can
be used as the starting point to design
fast solvers for stencil systems
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Hierarchical Algorithms for Linear Systems

Divide and Conquer for 1D stencil system
1-D stencil [
2
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] leads to tridiagonal Toeplitz matrix
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1st approach:

start from quicksort principle
In analogy to quicksort: determine a separator
2
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Divide and Conquer!
Find a separator S
Split the system
form the Schur complement: T = S Y T A111 X X T A221 Y
solve the Schur complement system for the
separator unknown (here just one scalar unknown)
T xS = f˜S
Recurse: using the separator value(s), in parallel:
solve with A11 for the upper block of unknowns
solve with A22 for the lower block of unknowns
Fuse (nothing to do)
The method can also be interpreted as two-sided shooting method for a
two-point boundary value problem.
Stencils and Elliptic Solvers
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but ... this is not ready yet ...
this tree must be traversed twice
(in analogy to parsing & attribute
evaluation in a syntax tree)
The resulting algorithm is
equivalent to cyclic reduction
Note that

The inverses of A11 and A22 are
dense matrices and must not be
computed explicitly
use LU factorization instead,
which could be re-used in
in the Schur complement and
for solving the two subsystems
but even better use recursion:
i.e. use a divide et impera method
to compute the LU-factorization
implicitly of A111 and A221
this results in a recursive split of
the linear system in binary tree
at the leaves we get trivial
systems with just one
unknown
Stencils and Elliptic Solvers

1. the tree is built top down
2. information is collected into the root
bottom up
3. information is distributed towards the
leaves top-down

The algorithm can be realised with
stencil applications
stencils of growing width
this is essential for the global
data transport
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But it only gets interesting once we further try
to generalize the principle
for linear systems whenever a
„small“ separator can be found:
nested dissection algorithms
substructuring techniques
Complexity of solving Schur
complement system often
dominates
Complexity asymptotically
optimal only when the
separator is smaller than

If one avoids the exact
computation of the Schur
complement, this becomes an
iterative process and results in
Hierarchische domain
Elimination
one of the so-called
Eliminationsbaumalgorithms
für Band-Gleichungssysteme
decomposition
A
A11

O(N 1/3 )

S

S

S

S

Elimination tree for banded
linear systems	
  

CSE
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Zenger-00 - 14

Complexity of iterative nested dissection
(aka domain decomposition)
Assume a partitioning in two subsets,
each with N/2 unknowns
and an iterative scheme that must visit each partition k
times
Assume that an optimal algorithm exists that solves the
problem with cost
Cost(N ) = cN

Then a domain decomposition algorithm with 2
subdomains and k visits to each subdomain will cost

DD-Cost(N ) = 2kCost(N/2) = kcN
Consequence: for k>1 (i.e. if each subdomain is visited
more than once), a domain decomposition algorithm will
not be optimal
Stencils and Elliptic Solvers
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2nd approach:

start from mergesort principle
recursively splitting spans a binary tree
single elements (leaves) are trivially sorted
form (bottom up) by „merging“
sorted pairs
sorted 4-tuples
sorted 8-tuples
sorted 16-tuples
...
sorted full sequence

For tridiagonal systems this is analogous
to cyclic reduction
Stencils and Elliptic Solvers
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Cyclic reduction as algorithm with
recursive structure analogous to mergesort
Ei
Ei+1
Ei+2
Ei+3
Ei+4

Ei
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···
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···
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Cyclic reduction
can also be interpreted as red-black
partitioning and block-elimination of red
unknowns
remaining system maintains tridiagonal
structure
recursive application possible
size of system is halved every step
results in asymptotically optimal complexity for
tridiagonal systems
in 1D results in the same algorithm as above
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however: this becomes interesting when
using the principle more generally
structured grids in 2D and 3D lead
relaxation instead of solution:
to block-tridiagonal matrices
multigrid method
• optimal complexity
cyclic reduction on block structures
numerical stabilization
Fast Poisson solvers
(Bunemann)
Matrix representation
optimal complexity only for
4 -1
-1
u
-1
special cases
-1
-1 4
-1
u
to generalize: avoid exact
-1
4 -1
u
-1
elimination:
-1
-1
-1 4
u
partitioning in fine and coarse
=
grid
-1
iterative coarse grid correction
when fine grid equations are
-1
-1
4 -1
solved exacly: hierachical basis
-1
-1
multigrid method
u
-1
-1 4
11

1n

21

2n

nn
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Where we stand:

Parallel Textbook
Multigrid Efficiency in HHG
from TerraNeo@SPPExa
Gmeiner, UR, Stengel, Waluga, Wohlmuth: Towards Textbook Efficiency for Parallel Multigrid,
Journal of Numerical Mathematics: Theory, Methods and Applications, 2015
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How big can stencil systems be?
JuQueen has 448 TB memory, say 300 TB user available
(w/o operating system, MPI buffers, etc.)
When we store in double precision u, uold, f, r, g, take into
account coarser grids then Nmax ≈ 7.5×1012
Note that for this size
storing the stiffness matrix in a compressed row format
for the Laplace operator for trilinear brick elements
would cost 3 240 TByte
a naive storage of the full variable coefficient Stokes
stiffness matrix with quadratic brick elements would
cost 45 000 TByte
Consequence: a matrix-free implementation is essential
whenever possible
Stencils and Elliptic Solvers
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Multigrid: Algorithms for 1012 unknowns
Goal: solve Ah uh = f h using a hierarchy of grids
Ah u h = f h
rh = f h
Residual

Relax on

Restrict

Correct

uh

uh + eh

Ah u h

rH = IhH rh

Interpolate

h H
e
eh = IH

Multigrid
uses coarse grids
Solve AH eH = r H
to accomplish the inevitable global data
recursion
exchange in thebymost
efficient possible way
…
Stencils and Elliptic Solvers
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Regular tetrahedral refinement in HHG
Structured
refinement
of tetrahedra

communication of ghost layers
3-D refinement hierarchy of
tetrahedral patches
Geometric hierarchy with 1-layer
halos for
(volume) elements
faces
edges
vertices
Stencils and Elliptic Solvers
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Textbook Multigrid Efficiency (TME)
„Textbook multigrid efficiency means solving a
discrete PDE problem with a computational effort
that is only a small (less than 10) multiple of the
operation count associated with the discretized
equations itself.“ [Brandt, 98]
work unit (WU) = single elementary relaxation
classical algorithmic TME-factor:
ops for solution/ ops for work unit
new parallel TME-factor to quantify
algorithmic efficiency
combined with implementation scalability
Stencils and Elliptic Solvers
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Parallel TME
µsm

# of elementary relaxation steps on single core/sec

U

# cores

U µsm

aggregate relaxation performance

N
TWU (N, U ) =
U µsm
T (N, U )

idealized time for a work unit

time to solution for N unkowns on U cores

Parallel textbook efficiency factor

T (N, U )
U µsm
EParTME (N, U ) =
= T (N, U )
TWU (N, U )
N
combines algorithmic and implementation efficiency.
Stencils and Elliptic Solvers
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Analysing TME Efficiency: RB-GS Smoother
	
  	
  for

(int i=1; i < (tsize-j-k-1); i=i+2) {
u[mp_mr+i] = c[0] * (
-c[1] *u[mp_mr+i+1] - c[2] *u[mp_tr+i-1]
c[3] *u[mp_tr+i]
- c[4] *u[tp_br+i]
c[5] *u[tp_br+i+1] - c[6] *u[tp_mr+i-1]
c[7] *u[tp_mr+i]
- c[8] *u[bp_mr+i]
c[9] *u[bp_mr+i+1] - c[10]*u[bp_tr+i-1]
c[11]*u[bp_tr+i]
- c[12]*u[mp_br+i]
c[13]*u[mp_br+i+1] - c[14]*u[mp_mr+i-1]
f[mp_mr+i] );

tp_mr

+

tp_br
mp_tr
mp_mr
mp_br

bp_tr
bp_mr

This loop should be executed on single SuperMuc core at
720 M LUPs (in theory - peak performance)
µsm = 176 M updates/sec (in practice - memory access
bottleneck; RB-ordering prohibits vector loads)
Thus whole SuperMuc should perform
U µsm = 147456*176M ≈ 26T LUPs
Stencils and Elliptic Solvers
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Execution-Cache-Memory Model (ECM)
Gmeiner, UR, Stengel, Waluga, Wohlmuth: Towards Textbook Efficiency for Parallel Multigrid,
Journal of Numerical Mathematics: Theory, Methods and Applications, 2015
Hager et al. Exploring performance and power properties of modern multi-core chips via simple machine
models. Concurrency and Computation: Practice and Experience, 2013.
Björn Gmeiner




















































ECM model for the
15-point stencil on
SNB core.
Arrow indicates a
64 Byte cache line
transfer.
Run-times
represent 8
elementary
updates.

5: ECM model for the 15-point stencil with variable coeﬃcients (left) and constant coeﬃcients
Variable coefficients Constant coefficients
on SNB core. An arrow indicates a 64 Byte cache line transfer. Run-times represent 8 elementary
.
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ce the performance predictions obtained as above by the roofline model are un-

Parallel Multigrid

ECM: single-chip prediction vs. measurement

performance [MLups/s]

1600

17

constant coefficients ECM model
constant coefficients measured
variable coefficients ECM model
variable coefficients measured
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# cores

Figure 6:Sandy
SNB single-chip
performance scaling
of the stencil
smoothers
onstencil
2563 grid
points. Measured
Bridge single-chip
performance
scaling
of the
smoothers
data and ECM prediction
ranges are shown.
3

on 256 grid points. Measured data and ECM prediction ranges shown.

blocking strategies, would
fail. The above discussionUlrich
demonstrates
that33—different form
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conventional wisdom— memory bandwidth is not the critical resource and thus an any

HHG Weak Scalability on JuQueen for Stokes

Nodes
1
4
30
240
1 920
etization with prismatic elements
15 360

Threads Grid points Resolution
30
2.1 · 1007
32 km
240
1.6 · 1008
16 km
1 920
1.3 · 1009
8 km
15 360
1.1 · 1010
4 km
122 880
8.5 · 1010
2 km
11
983
040
6.9
·
10
1 km
Regular refinement of each block (non-curved boundaries)

Time: (A)
30 s
38 s
40 s
44 s
48 s
54 s

(B)
89 s
114 s
121 s
133 s
153 s
170 s

Spherical refinement of the icosahedral mesh

Largest computation to date:
2.76×1012 unknowns
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Bjö

TME and Parallel TME results
Setting/Measure
Grid points
Processor cores U
(CC) - FMG(2,2)
(VC) - FMG(2,2)
(SF) - FMG(2,1)

ETME
6.5
6.5
31

ESerTME
2 · 106
1
15
11
64

ENodeTME
3 · 107
16
22
13
100

EParTME1
9 · 109
4 096
26
15
118

EParTME2
2 · 1011
16 384
22
13
-

Table
4: TME
factors
for diﬀerent problem sizes and discretizations.
Three
model
problems:
scalar constant & scalar variable coefficients
Stokes solved
Schur
complement
e 4 lists the efficiencies
forvia
the
(CC),
(VC), as well as the (SF) case. In
Full FMG-4CG-1V(2,1)
multigrid with #iterations
such that
asymptotic
employ the
pressure
correction
cycle. All cycles ar
t they are optimality
as cheap maintained
as possible, but still keep the ratio ⇡ 2. We observ
l

=
6.5 the
(algorithmically
forfor
scalar
cases)
ween the ETME
and
new
E
(CC)
and (SF) compared to the
TME
ParTME
ParTME
20 for
scalar, andthe
≥100
for Stokes
e also observe
thearound
effect that
traversing
coarser
grids of the multigrid
Stencils and Elliptic
Solvers
Ulrich
ficient than the processing
the the
large- grids
onRüde
the finest35level. This is pa
ause of communication overhead and the deteriorating surface to volume
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